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The "Reference Radio"
Looks Ahead
Why the car radio of the future
has to be simple, smart and sexy
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Radioplayer is a non-profit partnership of the BBC and several commercial radio entities with the aim of
"keeping radio listening simple, particularly on things which are connected
to the internet."
In November, it demonstrated the
Reference Radio, which it describes as
a prototype hybrid touchscreen radio
for dashboards that can play digital
radio, FM and internet radio streams
while reducing driver distraction. " The
Reference Radio is the culmination of
years of research and development with

industry partners
like WorldDAB,
Digital Radio UK, RadioDNS and
Audi," it stated. " The prototype shows
how broadcasters like the BBC, Global,
Bauer and dozens of international radio
groups want their stations ta appear in
the car radios of the future."
Radio World invited founder and
Managing Director Michael Hill to
explain the project.
Would you ever buy a new car that
didn't have aradio? If you're anything
like 82 percent of drivers we surveyed,
you wouldn't even consider it, with 84
(continued on page 8)
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More broadcasters are upgrading their workflows and saving
money by choosing DAD. From centralized content and
effortless scalability to cutting- edge virtualizajon and
mobile solutions. a DAD system is the perfect fit for your
station now and into the future. Learn more at ENCO.com

BY RANDY J
.STINE
TOCCOA ,GA. — While many large
radio broadcast groups sink millions
of dollars into developing digital services like podcasting and streaming
and hoping to make money on them,
Art Sutton's GeorgiaCarolina Radiocasting Company isn't obsessing about

streaming cume, geofencing, website
hits or podcast downloads.
It's not that Sutton doesn't believe in
an online and social media presence for
his radio stations, he's just not into the
great chase to monetize as many platforms as possible. Instead, the mission of
Georgia-Carolina Radiocasting is pretty
(continued on page 01
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Dash Radio Celebrates the Human Touch
Online service emphasizes
active content curation and
the power of personalities

ISTREAMING
BY JAMES CARELESS

"For instance, Snoop Dogg build his production
facility at his headquarters, and produces his channel
out of there. And although he has arange of Dis on his
channel, you never know when he might pop into the
booth and take over the mic."
At the same time, Dash Radio isn't leaving out older
listeners. There are music channels based on decades
going back to the 1960s, jazz, swing and even classical.
But what all of these channel have in common is that
they are curated and hosted by people — which Keeney
says is what makes Dash Radio different from streaming services such as Pandora and Spotify.
"We look at what the music streaming services are
doing, and see their models as being more of amusic
business transactional system than a form of digital
radio," Keeney said. "It used to be that people would

Given that online broadcaster Dash Radio (
www.
dashradio.com) is reaching more than 10 million
listeners monthly since its launch in August 2014, the
company must be doing something right. And what
Dash is doing right, said founder Scott Keeney (aka DJ
Skee) "is offering listeners
online audio that is curated
and voiced by actual human
beings, rather than focus
group-defined playlists that
pose as radio being pumped
out by soulless computers."
To be precise, Dash Radio
offers more than 80 free
audio streams in all genres,
produced by some of the
world's top Dis, and with no
commercials. Yet although
Dash Radio is mainly programmed to millennials and
available via their favorite
platforms — Android/Apple
smartphone apps; Amazon
Echo, Sonos, and Google
Home smart speakers and
online streaming to computers — the programming con- Scott Keeney and Ice Cube broadcast at Dash Radio's Dream Hollywood storecept that anchors this digital
front studio.
service appears to be 1970s
human-curated FM radio.
Asked if this is the case, Scott Keeney replied,
"Absolutely. As much as we are moving forward, we're
The programming concept
also looking backwards to what made analog radio
special, and using that knowledge to make what Icall
that anchors this digital
'digital radio' special again."
DASH RADIO'S APPROACH
In harnessing the power of personality driven,
human-curated radio in the online world, Keeney is
taking a page from the medium's rock'n'roll revival,
after network television stole radio's audiences in the
1950s. By focusing on the cool factor associated with
1970s FM DJs, as opposed to the top 40 on-air mania
of 1960s AM music jocks, he is also appealing to the
sophistication of Dash Radio's listeners and their devotion to major music personalities.
This is why many of Dash Radio music channels
are directly produced and voiced by major names in
the contemporary music world such as Snoop Dogg,
Lil Wayne, Ice Cube and Oscar De La Hoya. Weekly
shows are also provided by celebrities such as NFL
Hall of Famer Warren Sapp and hip-hop veteran Too
Short.
"We have our headquarters here in Hollywood
where the majority of our shows are produced, but we
have also empowered our talent to build studios wherever they want," said Keeney.

service appears to be 1970s
human-curated FM radio.

buy a vinyl record, a tape or a CD of their favorite
music. Now they pay $9.99 to get anything they want
on demand. To us, that's adifferent market than broadcast radio, be it over the air or online."
MAKING MONEY
The fact that Dash Radio is reaching so many
monthly listeners has not gone unnoticed by the business community. In October, Dash announced that it
had raised $8.8 million in seed money from agroup of
investors including Nimble Ventures, Slow Ventures,
Lazerow Ventures and new board members Kevin
Tsujihara and Michael Zeisser, whose business credits
include notable work with the likes of Warner Brothers
Alibaba Group and Liberty Media.
(continued on page 6)
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Gary Liebisch Reflects on His Career
Sharing knowledge has been atouchstone over his 50 years in broadcast tech

Churchill

EDITOR
early mentors like Lawrence Behr, the
late Palmer Greer, Ron Rackley and
William Culpepper for their guidance.
Mitch Montgomery was the Harris rep
in the Carolinas in the ' 80s, and when
he came to town there was always an
opportunity to learn. Isaid, "Gee, that's
the kind of job I'd like to do someday."
Since there was no internet at the time,
the SBE was invaluable as aresource. I
think Imay have been the first or one of
the first certified engineers in the state
of South Carolina in 1980, and Iworked
with Jerry Massey to start SBE Chapter
86 in Greenville-Spartanburg and later
Chapter 93 in Raleigh.

Paul McLane: When you look back,
what are you most proud of?
Gary Liebisch: Irecently celebrated 50

1

FROM THE
Paul McLane

Attentive transmitter shoppers will
notice that a familiar face is missing
from the Nautel booth at future shows.
Gary Liebisch is retiring from his role
as aregional sales manager (to be succeeded by another industry veteran, Ted
Nahil).
Liebisch is known to many of us for
his work on the manufacturing side —
at Nautel and at Harris before that —
but also earlier in his career as achief
engineer in Raleigh and Cincinnati.
Icaught up with Gary recently.

years in broadcasting on Oct 29. As my
hair began to gray, Itook a lot of satisfaction on drawing from those years
of experience to assist young engineers
and non-technical managers in solving
their RF transmission challenges. So
the years with Harris and then Nautel
afforded me that opportunity and was
a lot of fun, particularly as HD Radio
began to roll out. That technology was
new to everyone 15 years ago, so every-
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Gary Liebisch on the air at WVOT(AM) in Wilson, N.C., in 1976.
one was hungry to learn. and Iwas in a
position to share my knowledge.
McLane: Any mentors or early advocates you particularly are grateful for?
Liebisch: When Imade the transition

from on-air to engineering early in
my career, Ibad a First Phone license
but only my ham radio experience to
draw from. I took on a number of
AM directional antenna projects during the early years and am grateful to

McLane: At one point you succeeded
Jeff Littlejohn as achief engineer, which
brought you to Ohio. What prompted
you to switch to the vendor side?
Liebisch: The prospect of not carrying
a pager? No brainer! Actually, within
the first two months after Iarrived in
Cincinnati at Chancellor Media, Iread
in the local paper about the Harris plan
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Liebisch works on the tower of VVSPA(AM), Spartanburg, S.C., circa 1982.
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of transmitters were being replaced. I
would usually ask to see the customer's
transmitter site when I visited. This
gave me the opportunity for aone-onone with the engineer for an hour or
two where we could talk about the many
aspects of the project.
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The " Reference Radio" Looks
Ahead
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Art Sutton Banks on Over-the-Air
Revenue

1

McLane: Would you encourage ayoung
person today to pursue a career in
broadcast engineering technology?
Liebisch: Forty years ago when you
thought "high-tech," you thought broadcasting. And it was not unusual to see
aratio of engineers per station greater

Dash Radio Celebrates the Human
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to open aheadquarters there. So Ijust
sat tight as Iwatched those plans develop. Two years later it became areality
when that facility opened.
Initially Iwas astudio systems engineer — Harris was buying PR&E — but
as HD Radio got closer to reality, Iknew
that RF transmission and this new technology was where Iwanted to be. As an
applications engineer and later, product
manager. Iwas quickly immersed in the
product development side and was put
in the educator role for both customers
and sales staff as HD Radio products
rolled out.
Inever did sales at Harris, but was
a resource of technical information in
support of the sales staff. So when I
had the opportunity to become the first
U.S.-based salesperson for Nautel, I
knew I was ready. Wendell Lonergan
told me in our first meeting that my
background was exactly what they were
looking for.

You really need to live and breathe the
"culture" of broadcasting as aprequalification, or
you'll inevitably be lured away to another field.
— Gary Liebisch

there were quite a few "holes" in the
product line. Harris and BE were dominating the HD Radio rollout, so it was a
risky move for me. But when Ilearned
of the Nautel plan to introduce highpower solid-state FM (the NV series),
Iwas excited. Ifelt this was a major
breakthrough in FM transnsitter development, and the industry really buzzed
at NAB in 2008 when we introduced the
NV40 for the first time.
For the next several years, we seemed
to hit the ball out of the park each year
with something new and innovating. It
was great time to be in sales, as a lot

McLane: What's the coolest product or
project you've worked on?
Liebisch: When Ijoined Nautel in 2007,

than one. Now "high-tech" encompasses so many other diversified fields.
A young person has a wide array of
choices, which is why there is such
a shortage in broadcasting of young
engineers. While opportunities exist for
experienced engineers to take on afull
facility, the opportunities for mentoring are more limited, but they do exist.
Ratios are reversed.
You really need to live and breathe
the "culture" of broadcasting as a
prequalification, or you'll inevitably be
lured away to another field.
(continued on page 6)
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(continued from page 3)

"With this new funding and an allstar board. Dash is now ready to aggressively expand its footprint and pursue
the next stage of its growth journey,"
stated Keeney in a news release. "Our
team has done an incredible job in
building abest-in-class product, and by
adding an incredible group of investors
and world-class team, Dash will continue to rapidly expand and take advantage
of the $45 billion per year radio market
as it evolves from analog to digital."
In that announcement, Tsujihara was
quoted saying that Dash is "positioned
to disrupt analog radio and convert listeners to Dash users."

Storefront studio, below: and inside

41111111111

"The Chevrolet Program" and "The
General Tire Revue." Or if Benny's
name appeared it may have been "The
Lucky Strike Program Starrim Jack
Benny."

Dash will continue
to rapidly expand
and take advantage
of the $45 billion per
year radio market
as it evolves from
analog to digital.

In returning to this and other traditional advertising models — and avoiding 20-minute blocks of commercials
— Keeney is relying on many aspects of

Scott Keeney

So where are the revenues to come
from, to make these investors happy?
Well, Dash Radio may not run commercials per se, but its announcers do read
30 second spots during their shifts, just
as in the old days of "traditional radio."
As well, Dash Radio allows sponsors
to mount their own individual audio
channels on the platform, such as BuildA- Bear Radio. Programmed by the
Build-A-Bear Workshop retail chain,
this channel offers "music that kids
and parents are sure to love, as well as
a schedule of fun segments, including
interviews and kid- inspired content,"
according to anews release in October.
"Music is an important part of the
Build-A- Bear Workshop experience,"
said Sharon Price John, president and
CEO, Build-A-Bear Workshop in the
announcement. "Hit songs and original
music, inside sound chips that are added
to our furry friends, have been incorporated into our Make-Your-Own process
for years." The channel was thought
up by Dash Radio Vice President
of Business Development Clinton
Sparks, who worked with Keeney and
Foundation Media Partners to pitch the
idea to Build-A-Bear.
WHAT WAS OLD IS NEW AGAIN
In allowing sponsors to program and

brand their own Dash Radio channels,
Keeney seems to be going back to
radio% roots. When network radio began
to catch on in the early 1930s, it was the

sponsors whose names were front-andcenter on programs; thus comedian Jack
Benny's shows had names like "The
Canada Dry Ginger Ale Program,"

traditional radio to make Dash Radio's
version of digital radio ahit with listeners. Add the platform's emphasis on
human content curation and program
presentation, and what was old is new
again at Dash Radio.
"In the move towards industry conolidation while competing against
online music services, over-the-air radio
broadcasters have abandoned their great
edge — which was great personalities
and human-curated music formats that
listeners really cared about and were
loyal to," he believes. "At Dash Radio,
we're trying to bring that back."

LIEBISCH
Econrnued from page 3)

McLane: What are your plans? And any other
thoughts?
Liebisch: Ihope to remain active in the industry, and
perhaps entertain special projects from time to time. I
have taken on alocal non-corn station just to keep my
hands dirty on aNautel transmitter. My man cave in
the basement of our home houses my O gauge model
railroad layout, my ham radio shack (W8GEL) and my
radio airchecks collection. My wife and Ialso enjoy
traveling to U.S. national parks, and there are still
many more to see.
Iwould just want to acknowledge the great engineering teams I worked with at both Harris and
Nautel. I worked with Geoff Mendenhall and the
Harris team on the groundbreaking Flexstar project.
And with Nautel, the team led by Mike Woods was
equally aggressive and innovative in making highpower solid-state HD FM areality.
Read an interview with Nautel's Ellis Terry about
his own retirement at https://tinyurl.comirw-terry.

Liebisch said, " Ihave taken on alocal non-corn station just to keep my
hands dirty on aNautel transmitter."
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percent of drivers "always" or "mostly"
listening to the radio on every journey.

Ci

With the advent of connected vehicles,
we're at acritical moment in radio's long
association with the car, so it's crucial

13.23

92.3 The Eagle - KETX
91•111■1

users, yet the design and user interface
of most modern car radios is often quite
old-fashioned. The upshot is increasingly
impressive tech specs for cars, but underwhelming, outdated and hard-to-use radios in dashboards.
What's more, car manufacturers —
perhaps spellbound by the shiny new
toys out there — often prioritize integrations with platforms like Spotify and
Apple Music in their dashboards, even
though the majority of drivers prefer to
listen to the radio.

0

Rnd astattn_

With numbers like these, you might
expect radio to be a top priority for
the car industry — but sadly this is not
always the case.
Radio is a vital part of the driving
experience for the majority of vehicle

January 2,2019
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Reference Radio screen showing US. stations

It's important to note that the interface of the
Reference Radio is platform- agnostic; it could
just as easily be attached to an HD Radio tuner
in the United States.

BBC Radio 6 music

David Bowie Dancing in the Street

,41111111111111111111111
that we work together to maintain its
primacy in the dashboard.

MULTIPLATFORM
That's why we've been working on
the prototype Reference Radio.
The Reference Radio is asmart multiplatform radio, able to play DAB digital radio, FM and internet radio streams.
But unlike most modern car radios,
the Reference Radio shows a single
list of stations across all those platforms. There's no need to select different "bands" first — the driver just taps
astation logo to play it, and the system
does the rest.
There's a single A—Z list of stations
across all platforms, and it's easy to set
favorites and personalize your station
list by dragging and dropping logos. It's

REAL TIME BUILT-IN
INSTRUMENTATION
imi eleee

Comprehensive
Monitoring & Control
-100% Remote Access

iit

com/AUI
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important to note that die hurt-face of
the Reference Radio is platform-agnostic; it could just as easily be attached to
an HD Radio tuner in the United States.
If you can get the interface right,
you can make acar radio safer — and
that's paramount. Safety has been a
major consideration in the design of the
Reference Radio, with alarge and intuitive interface, and easy ways to change
station. In the next phase of development, voice control wild be tested, so
that drivers can keep their eyes on the
road while changing stations.
We're not starting from scratch here
— there are already examples of great
practice, like the hybrid radio in the
high-end Audi range. Radioplayer has
helped with the development of these
elegant interfaces, by partnering with
Audi to supply official feeds of metadata ( logos, streams etc.) from stations
across all Radioplayer countries.
We're building on strong foundations
too — there's been brilliant research
done by the WorldDAB Automotive
group, of which Radioplayer is proud
to be a member. We filmed dozens of
drivers from five different countries as
they used their car radios. The result
was acommon-sense list of guidelines
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BBC World Ne
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Capita

A display of U.K. stations
for how car radios should work — and
the Reference Radio follows them all.

WRAPI
Like any construction project, it's
important to have the right raw materials. "Metadata" is a dull word that
describes acritically important ingredient in radio design. It's the information
about the thousands of radio stations in
the Radioplayer family — like logos,
streams and podcasts.
Over the years, weve learned that
it's impossible to build a great-looking
modern radio without it. So we came
up with the "WRAPI," which stands for
Worldwide Radioplayer API (an API
is a data feed). It's how we send the

metadata to Audi to power their radios,
and it's also where the Reference Radio
finds its metadata. We're talking to
other car companies about data partnerships — and now about new radio
designs too.
"Combining good design and great
data in the dashboard" was the title of
my recent talk at the WordDAB General
Assembly — and that's how we'll crack
this challenge. We can definitely make
radio simple, smart and sexy in the connected cars of the future — but only if
we work together and invest in research
and development to achieve it.
Watch a promotional video about
the prototype at https://tinyurl.comirwreferenceradio.
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which is selling advertising on air, and it
gets relegated to second rate. The industry has always been bad about coming up
with the next new gimmick.
"Podcasting is not going to save the
radio industry. That is ridiculous. Some
folks now are more concerned with what
the ideal length of a podcast is rather
than selling advertising. Ithink it's adisservice when the leaders of our industry
get up and talk only about digital. Corporate radio is too focused on impressing
investors when they should really focus
just on what we do best, which is deliver-

(continued from page 1)

straight ahead: "To provide high-quality,
informative local radio programming to
listeners in the markets we serve."
Sutton's group, which operates
small-market radio stations in Georgia,
North Carolina and South Carolina,
still embraces classified ads shows like
Trading Post and Swap Shop. And yes,
even the obituary report.
Sutton has been vocal in his criticism
of the radio industry's habit of jumping
on the latest digital trend. He
told Tom Taylor's NOW newsletter in late 2018 that "all we
hear now is podcasting and how
it's the hottest thing in radio.
If that's really true, how sad
to realize how empty the radio
leadership bench has become."
Instead, Sutton says he is
focused on delivering results to his
advertising clients and engaging
local listeners in the community.
"We are in a business that is
supported by advertising. This
whole notion of diversifying and
monetizing digital is off base. We
don't make money off digital. It's
not apriority with our sales staff. Art Sutton with Phil Hobbs,
We really don't make any revenue manager
off digital:' Sutton said.
However, the group's websites and
Facebook pages are popular, he says. "In
one small market, a county of 25,000
people, our station had 30,000 unique
visitors to its website in amonth."
Sutton sees online and podcasting as
"just add-ons" for his sales staff who
target over-the-air advertising.
"I have noticed that most successful
radio stations have leadership focused
on sales. Even if they were not that good
at sales themselves, they had good local
sales staffs. It doesn't take adummy to
make the correlation that this business
is really about advertising:' Sutton said.
Sutton thinks it is gimmicky for radio
to pitch digital over on air presence. "It
frustrates me when Isee what we do best,

Features:

vice president/general

of WNEG(AM/FM).
ing customers to clients in through traditional over the air means," Sutton said.
Sutton applauds Jeff Smulyan and
his efforts at Emmis to promote the
NextRadio initiative, the radio industry's recently aborted attempt to get FM
radio chips activated in smartphones to
allow for over-the-air reception.
"The traditional radio receiver is
quickly going away, and in the future if
you can't pick up every FM radio station
on amobile device, radio's easy and no
cost accessibility will be athing of the
past," he said.
"It's already underway with auto
receivers. The greater good for every
owner of aradio station is getting reception on mobile device, turning them
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into the transistor radios of today, but
the big operators wouldn't step to the
plate because it's competing with their
own streaming services."
A TRUE GEORGIA BROADCASTER
Georgia-Carolina Radiocasting is
based in Toccoa, Ga., about 90 miles
northeast of Atlanta and home to Sutton's flagship stations WNEG(AM/
FM). It has around 60 employees company-wide. The group has four AM stations, six FM stations along with seven
FM translators (four of which repeat
AMs and two that repeat HD
channels on FMs) and one FM
booster station.
"Our stations primarily sit in
areas outside the edge of big FM
signals in Atlanta and Greenville,
S.C.," he said, "and that is by
design, really. We don't have that
out-of-market deep signal penetration that can really hurt asmall
town station. If you have success
in small town radio, it is usually
one of the contributing factors."
Sutton, 56, was inducted
into the Georgia Association of
Broadcasters Hall of Fame this
past year. According to his bio,
he got his start in radio broadcasting at the age of 15, starting with his home-town station,
WOGA(AM) in Sylvester, Ga. He later
attended Abraham Baldwin College in
Tifton, Ga., and by 1982 was full-time
news director/part-time sales person at
WTIF(AM) in Tifton. Then in 1986, he
acquired 50-percent ownership interest
of WMGA(AM) in Moultrie, Ga. In
1991, he became station manager of
WJTH(AM) in Calhoun, Ga., and then
proceeded to buy and sell a series of
radio stations through the 1990s.
Sutton, who was born and raised
on a peanut farm in Georgia, formed
Georgia-Carolina Radiocasting in 2002
and focused for atime on upgrading and
developing the frequencies and signals
of his own stations while assisting other
operators in enhancing their signals by

-Built In Talkback System with 2Send and Receives

-2 Balanced Mono Mic Inputs
-Monitor Select ( Mixer Output or Off Air)

-1 Unbalanced Stereo Front Panel Jack Input

-LED Meter Display

-1 Balanced Mono Line Input for Telephone Hybrid

-Phantom Power Built In ( 48y)

-2 Balanced +4 dBM Stereo Line Inputs

-Built In Cue System with Dimming

LOCALISM
He believes that localism is why he
has been successful — and it's localism that will ultimately save radio. In
fact, his company once wrote in 2008
comments on apending FCC NPRM on
localism that "failure to associate with
the communities' needs is tantamount
to a 'death sentence — for aradio station.
"Localism has been and is our
theme:' he says. "We still emulate
what hometown newspapers used to
do. Through local news and being community oriented, we connect with the
listeners. It's about local information
and being seen in the community. A
strong local news department is critical.
That's the one thing that can't be recreated by some music stream originating
someplace else."
Since Sutton has radio stations based
in small markets, he isn't afraid to admit
that "radio advertising in small markets
is priced cheaply, so let's own it."
His stations have also found a nontraditional source of on air advertising:
local county governments.
"I think some of that has to do with
newspapers going away. Even though
local governments need to communicate
with constituents. They need to advertise events, ordinance changes and meetings. We are tapping into that money."
Sutton said he doesn't believe future
revenue growth in the digital sector for
radio is aguaranteed thing. In fact, Borrell Associates, an advertising research
firm, revised their local advertising
forecast for 2019 to include warnings
of digital growth slowing, according to
Taylor's NOW newsletter.
"In order to survive we will continue
doing local radio. A radio station has to
remain relevant in the community:' Sutton says, "since "revelancy is what it is
all about. We need to stick to the basics
of what makes radio great."
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NM-250 MKII - Newsroom Mixer

-1 Unbalanced Input /Output for computer Sound Card

taking advantage of FM move-ins.
"I was self-taught through study of
FCC station allocation rules. The moveins were eventually sold but resulted in
several new radio stations in places like
Atlanta and Asheville and Charlotte
in (N.C.)," he said. "Luckily, we made
those moves just prior to the Great
Recession in 2007."
Since then Sutton has focused on
securing FM translators to rebroadcast
several of his AM station's signals.
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Shine aBright Light on the New Year
Also, helpful tidbits about interference and station logs

I

WORKBENCH

Fig. 1: This compact

Email Workbench tips to johnpbissetesmail.com

a lot of light.

by John Bisset

LED light throws out

E

xploring the big box stores for the
latest in tools and useful accessories
is fun. Projects engineer Edwin Bukont
was scouring Lowes for neat finds and
came up with the little LED flashlight
shown in Fig. I.
In addition to being rotatable, there's
astrong magnet on the back, making it
ideal to "stick" onto steel racks or steel
rack rails, as seen in Fig, 2.
The light intensity is adjustable, too;
and being LED-powered, it does not get
hot. Ed also found alarger plug-in floor
LED lamp, shown in Fig. 3.
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Interference could also be on-channel interference, and in that case, a
filter won't really help. In those cases,
use a spectrum analyzer to diagnose
the problem or search for the offending
signal source.
C alem Media Group Orlando's Louis
Mueller wanted a portable workbench that was sturdy and inexpensive
but that didn't take up too much space
in the transmitter building. Engineers
often need aplace to set test equipment,
and the floor just isn't convenient.
(continued on page 15)

Fig. 4: A portable voting booth makes
an ideal workbench.

Fig. 2: The built-in magnet makes it ideal to affix to racks while working.
If you haven't converted to these
LED lamps and flashlights, you're missing out. The lighting is bright, plus the
case doesn't get hot as with traditional
incandescent bulb trouble lights. Perhaps the best feature: When you drop
the lamp, the bulb doesn't break.

50%of

Nearly
new vehicles sold
will ship with HD Radio technology

NAUTEL HAS YOU
nautelcom/HDradio

nautei

Ireceived an email from an engineer
asking about satellite interference.
Broadcast engineering veteran Ira
Wilner offered some advice to engineers experiencing terrestrial interference to their satellite dishes. His
first question for C-band operations is
whether you have aC-band pre-selector
filter between your feed horn and your
LNB. Ira strongly suggests one.
In some cases, Ira has used two of
these filters in series. LNBs are far
more susceptible to out-of-band RFI
than LNAs plus down converters. Their
front ends are easily overloaded, and the
spurious response will generate noise
all across your down-converted C-band
signal at L-band.

Fig. 3: This larger AC- powered LED lamp replaces the traditional incandescent
trouble light.
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Here's What Cumulus Wants in Every Transmitter
Yancy McNair and Michael Gay talk about
their " must haves" and their wish lists

ITECHNOLOGY
Yancy McNair and Michael Gay
are vice presidents of engineering for
Cumulus Media, which delivers content to 245 million people each week
through 440 owned-and- operated stations in 90 U.S. media markets.
Radio World: What recent developments in transmitter design or new
features excite you or have made a
big difference in the daily lives of your
engineering staff?
Michael Gay: Personally, we have
always been in favor of the move to
switching power supplies. Removing
all that "big iron" in the transmitter has
made them lighter, smaller and much
easier to service.
As more and more SNMP monitoring capabilities are being put in
transmitters, the further convergence of
IT and engineering is solidified. That
excites us because as we look for the
next generation of broadcast engineers,
it opens up the ranks of young IT professionals to our trade. They can easily
slide into monitoring and control systems of our RF plants, and then we can
continue their training in the ways of a
transmitter Jedi.
A lot of our new young market engineers have come from the IT side of
the house. The more these transmitters
present themselves as apiece of IT gear,
the easier it is to attract young talent,
and then we sneak in the RF training
when they least expect it, like avelociraptor in the first Jurassic Park movie ...
"Clever girl!"
RW: List three specifications or features that you consider "must haves" in
any transmitter you buy.
Yancy McNair: First, HD ready. Even
if astation is not ready to broadcast HD
Radio, we want to be ready if a business case presents itself in the future
and would rather not purchase an entire
new transmitter to facilitate that future
change.
Second, SNMP. As we work toward
better monitoring and gathering operating metrics over time, we feel this is
a logical function to have. Given the
amount of central monitoring systems
that support SNMP, it seems logical to
use this open standard to our advantage.
Third, modular. We have been buying alot of transmitters lately, and the
fact that many of the parts in these systems are the same across power levels

means that we should always have a
spare module or power supply somewhere close by.
RW: What RF technologies, applications or features would
you like to see in future
transmitter designs?
Gay: Some transmitters
already support it, but I
would like to see a lot
more support for MPX
over IP. It seems ashame
to have a digital audio
path all the way to the
transmitter site, only to
end up with the last few
feet running analog multiplex over a coax BNC
Yancy McNair
cable. As the IP convergence proliferates from
the studio to the tower
site, Ithink this will happen eventually.
McNair: I'd like to see a
continuation of the trend
toward higher efficiencies. The more efficient
these units can run, especially HD-enabled units,
the more cost-effective it
is to operate.
RW: Some engineers
Michael Gay
report concern over
availability of replacement parts for
certain applications. Do you view this
as an issue; and what steps if any are
you taking to manage transmitter life
expectancy and availability of parts?
Gay: This is just the world we live in ...
the disposable world where an iPhone is
considered useless and inadequate after
about two years. The price of using new
technology in RF systems means there
is always arisk of component obsolescence.
When we buy anew transmitter, we
include with every purchase a spare
parts kit, aspare RF module and aspare
power supply. When it comes to transmitters, the life expectancy is directly
related to the environment in which it is
installed and how well it is maintained.
That is not much different than, say,
a station vehicle. If you use a station
vehicle in Detroit or Buffalo, it is going
to rust out faster than one in Atlanta;
that is just the environment. A site that
has a closed air conditioning system
and is relatively clean will yield alonger life for a transmitter than one that
is in a dirty, critter-infested site that

This article originally appeared in
the November 2018 ebook. Read
the full ebook online at: https://
tinyurl.com/trendsintransmitters.

brings in outside humid
and/or dusty air. A station vehicle that does not
get regular oil changes
and lubrication will not
last as long as one that
has regular preventative
maintenance performed.
A transmitter that is
ignored and not taken
care of will not last as
long as one that is routinely checked, cleaned,
filters changed and generally well maintained.
Since our company has
grown through acquisition, we inherited a lot
of the transmitters currently in service. We
can tell you that, over
the years, we have seen
both extremes across our
portfolio, and we know
which transmitters are
going to present problem.

for the next 15 years
at least. We tend to purchase from top
manufacturers in which we have confidence that are committed to supporting
us and will be around in the far future to
support what they sell. These transmitters are one of the largest investments a
radio station can make and it important
to us to know that if and when we have
issues, they have our back. We have
made it very clear to our suppliers that
we expect the same level of attention
for support issues as they provide when
bidding and quoting products.
RW: Networked GUI control was once a
cool new thing, but it's become familiar.
What new and useful features would
you like to see in interfaces in the coming years?

When it comes to transmitters, the life
expectancy is directly related to the
environment in which it is installed and
how well it is maintained.
—Michael Gay

RW: If you could sit down with major
transmitter manufacturers and speak
frankly, what areas of concern or trouble would you talk to them about, and
what would you want them to do?
McNair: We actually did have the
opportunity to visit a couple of major
transmitter manufacturers and sit down
with them and speak frankly.
One of our biggest concerns was
service and support after the sale. We
need to know that whomever we purchase this long-term asset from, that
they will be committed to supporting it

Gay: Ilove a good GUI ... everyone
loves the blinkenz and flashenz and the
eye candy of aflashy GUI. However, at
the end of the day, it needs to be easy to
use, get us the information we need at a
glance and be generally useful.
A good GUI should be something that
the end user uses routinely and regularly
for it to add value. As the transmitter
control systems get smarter, it is feasible
for the transmitter to become the iPhone
(or iPad) of the tower site, meaning that
there could be an app for everything!
(continued on page 18)
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Workbench is Radio World's iconic tech tips
column, edited by John Bisset, who has worked
in broadcasting for 48 years, is SBE certified
and is apast recipient of the SBE's Educator of
the Year Award. However, this column relies on
you, the reader, to share your great ideas, workarounds, facility photos, war stories and DIY
projects. Help your colleagues — and qualify for
SBE recertification credit while you're at it. Send
your ideas, tips and high-resolution photos to
johnpbissetegmail.com. Fax to (603) 472-4944.
Aren't sure it's a worthy tip? Send it anyway,
we welcome all great ideas, and sometimes the
smallest one can turn into agreat discussion with
other readers.

PRIVACY BOOTH PLUS
SEQUOIA PACIFIC VOIING EQUIPMENI INC
JAMESIC)WN, NEW YOtessigigim
Fig. 5: Here's the
information to
search on eBay.

WORKBENCH
(ontinued from page : 2)

ARRAKIS SYSTEMS INC.

Lou found portable voting booths on
eBay for less than $20. Shown in Fig.
4, the legs go in the case. When disassembled, this is small enough to fit in a
corner or, for contract engineers, in the
back of your vehicle. Because it's portable, the case can he used outside to hold
abridge or an FIM. Fig. 5is the identifying label, should you want to search
for your own portable workbench.

ARC-3
only E 849
ARC- 10
from $ 1 , E99

ARC- 15
from $3,799

A

A s we start a new year, a great
treminder from Larry Wilkins'
Alabama Broadcasters Association
newsletter, Monday Morning Coffee
Technical Notes.
Section 73.1820 of the FCC rules
require the licensee of each station to
maintain astation log.
I've heard engineers say, "Logs are
no kenger required." This is not true.
The station log shall be kept by the
station employees competent to do so,
having actual knowledge of the facts
required.
All entries are required to be reviewed
once each week and must accurately
reflect the station operation. The chief
operator or his designee must sign and
date the log, thereby attesting to the
fact that the entry. or any correction or
addition made thereto, is an accurate
representation of what transpired
Items required to be posted in the
station log include:
•A record of all EAS activity (test and
alerts) during the preceding week.
•A record of any malfunction or
extinguishment of tower lighting.
•A record of failure, outoftolerance condition or corrective action
tincluding calibration of automatic
devices) made to the transmission
system equipment, including monitoring and control devices.
Finally, these logs must be retained
for aperiod of two years. Start the New
Year by ensuring that your station engineering paperwork is in order.

ALWAYS THE
LEADER
For more than 35 years.
Arrakis Systems has led the way
with ground breaking innovations in cost effective, reliable Radio consoles.. including LISE.

MARC- 15
from $5,499

Bluetooth, world standard DANTE IP connectivity
for ALL consoles and ' New for 2018' the DARE
series AolP consoles.

Dante AolP Radio Console
uses thE world standard DANTE
IP protocot with more than 300
manufacttrers and 1.0110 ccmpatible
products.

From oniy $ 2,300.

•
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anywhere that you
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Tribal Stations Stay True to Pu Dije Radio and Native Roots
Colorado's KSUT and KUTE have maintained
community focus for four decades
but also local artists, in-studio live concerts, jazz, blues and world music.

ISTATION
PROFILE
BY DONNA HALPER
The word unique is overused but
seems appropriate when applied to
KSUT Public Media.
Licensed to Ignacio, Colo., in aregion
of the southwest known as Four Corners, KSUT is aNational Public Radio
affiliate but also has long been known
for its live and local programs and its
commitment to community service.
KSUT was founded in 1976 by the
Southern Ute Indian tribe with agoal of
keeping tribal members informed and
entertained. Today, KSUT provides two
services.
One, "Tribal Radio" (KSUT), serves
as the voice of the Native Americans
who live in the area. It plays traditional
Indian music, provides news and talk
shows about issues of concern to the
community, and tells the stories the
mainstream media often ignore.
The other, "Four Corners Public
Radio" (KUTE), offers ablend of popular NPR staples like "Morning Edition"
and "All Things Considered," as well
as a locally-programmed adult album
alternative (Triple A) format. The station's playlist includes not only big
names like Joni Mitchell or Coldplay

REFLECTION OF THE REGION
While alot has changed in the more
than four decades since KSUT made its
debut, the community focus has never
wavered, according to Executive Director Tami Graham.
"We reflect the cultural diversity of
the region. We're unique because we're
tribally-founded, and we stay true to our
roots; but we are also an NPR affiliate
and an independent nonprofit."
Graham is proud of KSUT's suc-

For Eddie Box Jr., KSUT is afamily affair. His father was afounding member of the
station in 1976. Eddie Jr. hosts ablues show and was the station's board president
for 25 years.

Executive Director Tami Graham
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cess and its popularity in the
region. In fact, it was recently
voted "Best Radio Station in
Durango and La Plata County"
foF the sixth consecutive year,
in areader poll by the Durango
Herald.
Graham oversees an 11-person staff, and she wears many
hats, as do her colleagues. Graham's include fundraising and
grant-writing (an ongoing part
of being a listener-supported
station); and she hosts an on-air
shift on Four Corners Radio on

Rob Rawls is Four Corners' station manager and

Wednesday afternoons,engineering.
does
Four Corners Station Manager Rob
Rawls also handles day-to-day engineering and hosts aTuesday night blues
show. Four Corners Music Director
Stasia Lanier, who has been with KSUT
for 25 years, not only oversees the station's music but helps with marketing
anà promotion, and can be heard Tuesday afternoons on "Afternoon Blend"
as well as on aSaturday morning program called "San Juan Sunrise."
When KSUT went on the air in June
1976, it was one of the few tribal radio
stations in the United States; back then,
it had only 10 watts and a signal that
could be heard for about 20 miles, and
it broadcast four hours aday.
And yet, as Lillian Seibel, KSUT's
first station manager, recalls: "People
appreciated [ KSUT] right from the
beginning. It was exciting for them to
hear native music."
Today, says Tribal Radio Station
Manager Sheila Nanaeto, native music
is key to the station's identity; she
hosts the morning show, and she enjoys

promoting the songs of native artists.
And while the station's founders were
Southern Utes, the music comes from
all tribal groups.
But the station is known for more
than just the music. It is also a focal
point for educational programs on
health, the environment and other
issues. There are nationally produced
talk shows like "Native America Calling:' but there are also locally produced
programs.
For example, Nanaeto says, "We
reached out to different organizations,
who came in to discuss how they were
preventing domestic violence." Included in the 42 hours a week of nativeoriented programming, Nanaeto hosts
ashow aimed at the homebound elderly
population. And because Tribal Radio
broadcasts high school sports as well
as reporting live from area pow-wows.
"People know us ... and we have listeners of all different ages."
KSUT's two signals serve 14 towns
(continued on page 18)
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VIRTUALIn
VIRTUALIZATION OF STUDIOS BECOMING A ' MUST- HAVE' FOR STATIONS IN EVERY MARKET
Broadcasters are tasked with doing
alot more with alot less these days.
Engineers have to find inventive
solutions for delivery, streaming,
routing, and processing, and are
discovering that being able to create
their own interfaces for specific applications results in perfect solutions
for their modern studios.
Radio consoles range from analog
mixers for traditional radio broadcast and production to elaborate
digital/networked control surfaces
capable of running extended facili-

Need custom logic/control beyond
the widgets? If you can write scripts,
you can make ScreenBuilder do just
about anything you need.
Or tap the mind trust of the many
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PC or touchscreen tablets to literally
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straightforward. There are dozens of pre- built widgets including
knobs, faders, timers, meters, and
more that you can assemble into an
interface and enable using its simple
scripting wizard.
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This screen provides full local or remote control over alive show,
complete with specific console and automation functions. Courtesy SAVE Diffusion.
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can virtualize your entire
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Need custom graphics? No problem, create them, import them, and
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(continued from page 16)
across parts of four states (Colorado,
Utah, Arizona and New Mexico). It's
quite a challenge serving such a wide
area. Twice a day, the organization's
footprint results in a very long station
ID, reflecting the call letters of six FM
transmitters and four FM translators.
The market is unrated, but by many
accounts, KSUT reaches a potential
audience of more than 200,000 people.
(Most of the time, the stations just
use the KSUT identifier, and the website's audio stream, too, refers mainly
to KSUT.)

which everyone hopes will result in an
upgrade of the current equipment.
"And boy, do we need it," Rawls says.
"KSUT on-air studios currently use
20-year old analog PR&E consoles that
are in need of constant repair. KSUT
has Tascam CD players in each studio,
but they are rarely used. [There is] a
digitized library of over 70,000 songs
stored in aNexGen audio server — with
aRaid 5hard disk array — that is used
by announcers, producers and programmers to create music programming.
KSUT has standardized on EV RE-27
microphones for all studios. And audio

—Tami Graham

Rob Rawls explains the logistics:

THE GOODS AND THE GEAR
He also mentioned the technology
behind the on-air product: "KSUT uses
a mix of Harris, BE and Crown transmitters and translators. Most of KSUT's
transmitter sites now have internet,
which allows KSUT to use Comrex
Bric Links to deliver our programming to remote locations. KSUT is an
NPR affiliate, receiving national programming through a 4-meter satellite
dish ... KSUT manages music, national
programming and local programming
using NexGen automation from RCS
Sound Software."
He also notes that KSUT is in the process of building anew broadcast facility
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On the road to HD Radio broadcasting?

Nautel has you COVERED.
nautel.com/HDradio
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EXPANSION AND
OUTREACH PLANS
On Graham's to-do list is
getting funding for a tribal
media center.
"Young people do care about
radio," she says, and she hopes
to use the media center to train
them to participate in broadcasting.

processing is provided by an Orban
Optimod 8600."

Young people do care about radio.

"Tribal Radio [ KSUT]'s main transmitter is 2,000 watts and is located in
southwest Colorado. The Tribal signal
is repeated in New Mexico on KUUT at
500 watts. Four Corners' primary transmitter is located in southwest Colorado
and runs at 900 watts. Four Corners
is re-broadcast on KDNG in Durango
[200 watts], KUSW in Farmington [900
watts] and KPGS in Pagosa Springs
[500 watts]."
Both services also can be heard via
the KSUT.org website.
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Marona Photography

KSUT

FEATL RES

Until 1998, KSUT tried to do it all
with one service, but although the NPR

Sheila Nanaeto is shown in aphoto by
Christopher Marona taken for astation
fundraising brochure. " Sheila's portrait was
created to show her passion for dance,"
Marona said. Whirling live dancers blur
behind her.

programming was well-received (the
station became an affiliate in 1984),
some listeners felt the station was straying from its tribal roots. So, in June
1998, KSUT put the second on the air:
Tribal Radio could now focus on the
three Indian reservations within the
signal range, while Four Corners could
focus on the diverse blend of area residents that included students from Fort
Lewis College in Durango, as well as
tourists, and local residents drawn to the
region's scenic beauty.
As a listener-supported station,
KSUT relies on fundraising drives in
order to raise the money needed to
operate. Fortunately, both Four Cor-

ners and Tribal Radio have loyal and
devoted audiences: In the most recent
fundraising campaign, more than $4.6
million was raised from area residents
and businesses, as well as from grants
(the Southern Ute tribe provided $ 1million), augmented by some revenue that
came from the Corporation for Public
Broadcasting.
But raising money is an ongoing
challenge, says KSUT's Graham. She
praises the Southern Ute tribe and tribal
council for its commitment to KSUT's
success, and she is grateful for the many
listeners who donate and who reach out
to the station on social media.

CUMULUS

Graham also hopes to reenergize the station's local news.
Currently, due to budget cutbacks, there is no longer alocal
news department, but the plan
is to restore local news coverage in the future. For now, the
station uses its website for local
headlines from area newspapers, and it broadcasts bulletins
(such as impending bad weather) when they are received.
And like everyone on the
staff, Graham is a big believer
in the power of radio. "Ifell in

love with radio in college," she
explains, and after along career
in broadcasting, she ultimately
joined KSUT because "Iloved
what the station was doing."
People who think radio no
longer matters haven't listened to stations like KSUT, says Stasia Lanier.
"KSUT is beloved in the region. Our
slogan used to be 'We create commu-

nity on the air.' People still think of us
as acommunity asset."
Donna Halper, Ph.D., is an associate professor of communication and
media studies at Lesley University.
The organization Historic New England recently awarded her its Prize for
Collecting Works on Paper for her collection of memorabilia related to the
history of broadcasting and pioneering men and women in the early days
of radio and television.

us when and what will break next. That way we can prepare
station management for the blow to their budget in advance.

(continued from page 16)

It seems that with modern tech, it would be fairly inexpensive to add much more capability to these GUIs. Ithink every
GUI should have — in addition to the basic ON/OFF, power
raise lower and forward reflected power — a spectrum
analyzer, modulation monitor, time domain reflectometer,
temperature monitors at various points in the transmitter
as well as outside the TX, operating efficiency from power
input to coax, power line input voltages and local weather
forecasts. We should also consider having it tell us when we
are out of K-Cups.
It should be able to store ahistory of all of these measurements and provide outage history and operating parameter
data for the last 365 days minimum, since, unlike the stock
market, past activity of atransmitter is actually the best indicator of future performance.
While we are at it, let's add some self-learning AI in
there like IBM Watson so it can look at this history and tell

RW: What do you think of the reemergence in liquid cooling,
and would you consider it for your own facilities?
Gay: I am not sure liquid cooling can be considered a
reemergence, since TV transmitters have been doing it for
years, and the technology is neither new nor complex. We
recently installed one in Bridgeport, Conn., where space
and power prevented us from putting in an air conditioner
large enough to compensate the heat load of the transmitter.
A liquid-cooled transmitter was the perfect solution for that
facility, but was abit more expensive that if we were able to
go with an air-cooled unit with ati external AC unit.
Ithink the price of these units still makes them a bit
of an outlier for most installations. If they were priced
comparable to air-cooled units, Iam sure you would see
more proliferation. Ialso think that the more of these that
get produced and sold, the price will naturally come down.
Low-power stuff will likely remain air-cooled for the foreseeable future.
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Augmenting your hardware with application-specific software can create cool, unique solutions. In this case, astandalone
news desk with access to all news functionality from atablet but with key controls and interface from the Talent Station.
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SQ FT

With ScreenBuilder" 2.0, YOU decide what to put behind
your glass. Smart virtual tools. Buttons. Faders. Knobs.
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YOU determin?, exactly how they function and interact
via ne Intelligent Network with asimple scripting wizard.
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Big Package Brings Star 99.1 Into the Next Decade
A new transmitter for aradio
station has the same effect that
anew car for everyone else

IFIRST PERSON
BY CURT YENGST
With the recent installation of anew Nautel GV15
FM IBOC transmitter, WAWZ(FM) in Zarephath, N.J.,
finally has both feet firmly planted in the 21st Century.
And while the install went smoothly, it wasn't without
afair amount of fancy footwork.
For nearly 15 years, Star 99.1 has been able to broadcast in HD Radio with a Broadcast Electronics FMi1405. This has also allowed us to add two additional
program channels to our main offering of contemporary Christian music. Our 99.1 MHz HD2 features a
Gospel format, while 99.1 HD3 features Christian rap
and hip-hop.
The BE FMi-1405 has been very good to us during
its tenure, but when maintenance or component failure
made it necessary to switch to the backup transmitter,
we found ourselves hobbled. Our backup transmitter
was aGates FM10H3 tube transmitter that WAWZ purchased new in 1975! ( Regular readers may remember
my account of the Gates restoration; see https:Iltinyurl.
comIrw-gates4.)
The Gates was, and still is, abeautiful piece
of engineering, and saved our bacon more times
than we can recall; but it operated at a lower
TPO and wasn't capable of HD Radio broadcasting. Every time we put it on the air was
like taking asmall step backwards. Clearly, an
upgrade was in order.

Our new Leg Lamp arrives!

CAREFUL PLANNING
WAWZ's General Manager Scott Taylor said,
"Nautel's reputation precedes them, but after
doing the research it was the reliability and efficiency that sold the day." Chief Engineer Ron
Habegger echoed that sentiment and added,
"It has much higher efficiency in hybrid FM
mode than we were accustomed to. And built-in
asymmetrical HD capability, ready to go with
a finger tap on the UI screen, is something
WAWZ will be taking advantage of in the near
future."
Another feature that got our attention is the
ability of the GV15's exciter to accept the MPX
output of our Orban 8600 processor directly via
AES/EBU digital format.
Installation of something this critical obviously takes careful planning. Ron and I, with the
help of our longtime electrician Bob Fernandez,
had to plan out some rerouting of the utility
wiring to ensure the GV15 would have proper
Unwrapping our new transmitter
UPS protection and generator backup. This also
affected power to our FMi-1405, which would become
smaller than the Gates, it's much heavier. With little
our backup, and we had to carefully choreograph
room to maneuver dollies or hand trucks, we resorted
switching to the old Gates one last time before it would
to using sections of 2-inch steel pipe as rollers. ( Hey, if
be decommissioned.
it worked for the ancient Egyptians ...) The Gates was
The GV15 would then occupy the same space in our
placed in an adjoining building on the site, where it will
small building as the Gates once the latter was moved
likely reside as amuseum piece of sorts. She doesn't
out. This was no mean feat. Even though the GV15 is
owe us adime!

What do you mean you forgot the hand truck?
(conunued on page 22)

Moseley
SIMPLY IPOWERFUL
Whatever your STL stategy:
• Group owner of multiple stations in amarket with co- located studio
and transmitter sites
• AM station adding one

more FM Translators to acommon site

Dr

• Backup for multiple station cluster

The best tactic is the 8channel Starlink.
The Starlink SL9003QHP-8SLAN overcomes overcrowded 950 MHz STL channels in your market
by concentrating multiple stations on one licensed STL frequency. Perfect for main or backup
service, it is extremely cost effective when compared to individual single station STL links.

•2to 8Audio Channels make it perfect fo , multi- stations • Linear Uncompressed Audio or AAC & MPEG for maximum
payload capacity • Data Channels carry ADS • Ethernet Channel (one-way) for HD RadioTM
•5Watts Digital Power conquers challenging STL environments • Web Browser User Interface makes setup easy
•User re- configurable with no additional purchases makes it future- proof

It's your move now:

Contact Sales at (805) 968-9621 x785 • sales@moseleysb.com

www.moseleysb.com

Moseley uses proprietary technologies and owrs more than 50 patents and has delivered more than a million radios deployed in over 120 countries.
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GV15

transmitter is. Because of the noise in
the room from the air conditioning and
other equipment, Ron had to put his ear
to the cabinet to confirm to himself that
it was actually running.
Although we had spent several weeks
studying the manuals, it was still a
testament to good design that the touch-

(continued from page 20)

Once it landed in its new home,
the GV15 was a breeze to install.
Thankfully, Ron had all the plumbing
in place ahead of time, having spent
the previous months reworking much of
it to allow us to switch seamlessly either the GV15 or the
FMi-1405 between our main
and backup antennas or dummy
load.
This was a long-overdue
improvement to our facility in
general. Previously, just having one coax switch meant we
could only switch our main or
backup transmitter to either our
main or backup antenna. Using
the dummy load meant disconnecting the 4-inch coaxial
line from the backup antenna
to connect the dummy load
line. Ron's addition of asecond
switch now allows us to keep
everything "hard-wired."
NEARLY SILENT
Once the UPS-conditioned
power and RF output line were
connected, we brought the
GVI5 to life. The first thing
we noticed was how quiet this

FEATURES

The 1970s-era Gates prior to her retirement
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screen interface was intuitive enough
that we were able to configure all but
the IBOC parameters without having
the manuals in our laps.
Getting IBOC to behave was abit of
ahead scratcher, even with the manual,
but this turned out to be self-inflicted.
Just when we were about to give up and
call Nautel tech support, we traced the
issue to a faulty connector on a Cat-5
cable. (Ron must have crimped that one!
Cough, cough ...)
Speaking of tech support, akey feature
of the Nautel GV15 interface is "Phone
Home." Once the transmitter's onboard
computer was connected to the internet,
this feature allows it to contact the factory automatically. This lets Nautel know,
first, "I'm here! I'm up and running!" It
also allows factory technicians to more
effectively troubleshoot should we find
ourselves in over our heads.
The GUI is presented on a fairly
large screen, especially compared to
those on our audio processors. The
graphics are large and easy to read,
without the fear of sausage fingers like
mine inadvertently breaking things.
It's also easily customizable. We were
quickly able to customize it to a way
that made sense to us without even a
peek at the documentation.
Installir
—iiiiiiiftoncicoaxial switch
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Putting rollers to good use
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In addition to running much quieter
than our older transmitters, it also runs
much cooler. We have three five-toncapacity air conditioners servicing the
building. One usually runs all the time,
while the second kicks on as needed to
supplement. The third is abackup.
We soon found this arrangement
kept the building too cold for comfort.
Dialing back the unnecessary cooling
has brought the noise level down even
further. Time will tell just how much of
an impact this has on our electric bill.
Ron says, "After a month on the
Nautel, our electric bill for the site is

about 30 percent less than the previous
month."
As we enjoy the " new transmitter
smell" of the Nautel GV15, we're looking forward to many years of efficient,
economical operation, with the added
plus of being able to keep all three
HD Radio channels alive regardless of
which transmitter we operate.
Again, Scott Taylor, " We're confident in our ability to serve our large
and loyal NYC metro audience for
years to come."
Curt Yengst, CSRE, is assistant engineer at WAWZ(FM) in Zarephatiz, N.J.

WAVVZ General Manager Scott Taylor
(left) with Program Director Rick Hall

TAKE ADVANTAGE Of

MARKETPLACE

ADVANCE
REGISTRATION
DASDEC-II Is More Secure:

Digital Alert Systems has upgraded the

operating system for its Digital Alert Systems DASDEC-II emergency alert
devices to provide greater security in its release of Version 4.0 software.
"The upgrade also includes industry-first Triggered Common Alerting
Protocol ( CAP) Polling, a powerful tool for presenting more complete alert
information to the public, as well as support for the new Blue Alert ( BLL)
Emergency Alert System ( EAS) code," the company slated.
Noting the risk of hackers and the lure of EAS infrastructure to bad actors,
DAS said cybersecurity is " aparamount concern" in system design. Version
4.0 provides a new mechanism for more rapid security updates. A new login
screen is designed to prevent hackers from finding devices that might have
been attached to the Internet with no firewall present.
Tr'ggered CAP Polling offers better message handling when messages
come from both EAS and CAP sources. " This feature ensures that for every
over-the-air EAS event, the system will immediately start looking for a matching CAP message and, if one exists, use it instead of the EAS alert for better
message propagation."
Customers who bought or upgraded since March will receive Version 4.0 at
no charge. Other users of V3.0 car buy it for $ 495. For users of DASDEC-I and
original One- Net devices, an upgrade/exchange proTam is available.
Info: support@digitalalertsytems.com

AND SAVE OVER OU1,
Visit www.natehome.com
to register by February 3, 2019
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Marketing Your Station in 2019
"Spray and pray" is not the best way

slowly, only asking for the information
that's absolutely necessary to play the
game — name, email and a checkbox to confirm they're of contest- legal
age. That maximizes entries. Then, over
time, you ask for more. "People love
giving their opinions, and those opin-

21 sT CENTURY
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by Dave Beasing

Ask a radio advertiser: One of our
medium's strengths is the ability to target specific audiences with affordable
frequency. So as the program director
or marketing director of aradio station,
you'd probably buy spots on a direct
format competitor ... if they'd sell them
to you. They won't; I've tried.
Here's another option. Rather than
"spray and pray" by marketing to everyone and hoping you hit the target audience, digital advertising can come close
to pinpointing them.
"Of all the traditional media, radio
is the farthest behind the digital curve,"
says Rick Flowers, managing partner of
Kmph Digital in Phoenix.
Flowers spent most of his career in
newspapers before starting a company
that helps ad agencies with digital strategies.
"Newspapers were forced to move to
digital early when they lost their classified section revenues. Now the big TV
station groups are finally seeing the
light, too:' Flowers said.
LISTENER LISTS
Starting and growing alistener data-

so

R

base is agreat place to begin. You may
be thinking, "Oh, we have one, and we
send out an email every week about our
contests, concerts and promotions." If
so, good for you!
Yet in 2019, collecting listener data
and using it effectively can be far more,
a highly sophisticated process and a
long-term commitment.
"Start from contest entries," says
Leigh Jacobs, EVP of research analysis
for Nuvoodoo, the firm founded by
longtime radio researcher and marketer
Carolyn Gilbert.
Jacobs recommends you proceed

The CAP-DEC1, Gorman- Redlich is a standalone CAP-to-EAS converter for use with your
existing emergency alerting equipment. This
cost-effective device allows broadca:ders to
easily meet Common Alerting Protocol ( CAP)
compliance requirements mandated by the FCC
without requiring the purchase of an additional
encoder/decoder system or other costly

GORMAN-REDLICH MFG CO

CAP-DEC

ausememps

CAP-to-EAS Commie, Und

Leigh Jacobs
ions are gold:' he says.
Imagine always getting station
emails with content that feels like it's
just for you — because it is! It might
feature an artist you love, let you know
that the contest you won last year is
back, or contain a personal note from
your favorite DJ.
"Developing the most valuable email
campaigns means making sure every
email is relevant to the recipient. Even if

equipment. The CAP-DEC1 is CAP 1.2 compliant
and requires only one unit of rack space. Trust
the experts with over 35. years experience in
the emergency alerting industry to help you
meet your broadcasting needs. Visit our website
or contact us today for more information about
the Gorman- Redlich CAP-DECI. We continue to
support equipment we made 35 years ago.
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— Compatible with any existing EAS encoder/decoder made
by any manufacturer. Will drive multiple EAS units.

Ave (5) US8 and RS232 ports
for peripherals

— Powerful 1.6GHz dual core processor and 1GB of memory

Automatic clock synchronization via NTP servers

Built-in text-to-speech conversion functionality
FAST Gigabit network capability with built in firewall for
security
— Options to print, store or email logs via built-in email server
— Nearly limitless storage capacity for logs and audio
messages

Gorman- Redlich Mfg. Co.
www.gorman-redlich.corn
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you're emailing to the entire database
every time, being able to customize
emails based on the personal tastes of
each listener or cohorts of listeners will
make your email more relatable and
powerful," says Jacobs.
"Just sending out one-size-fits-all
crap doesn't add any value," warns
Flowers. He thinks it could even cheapen your brand. "If your email takes
into account what it is your audience
has in common and is not just aconstant barrage of self-promotion then it
can be meaningful. Unfortunately, few
stations put in the effort to make that
happen."
Getting to know your most active
listeners has another benefit, because
— as mom always said — "Birds of a
feather flock together." Once you know
more about their lifestyles, you can find
more people just like them.

Rick Flowers

PRODUCTS & SERVICES SHOWCASE

CAP

RADIOWORLD

Software can be updated via LAN or US8
Print alert reports to UM or network printer
Polling 3URI2s currently with room for future expansion
FEMA independent lab affirms CAP 1.2 compliance
Printer no longer required for EAS log

257 W. Union Street„ Athens, OH 45701
Phone: 740-593-3150

BIG DATA
"The amount of information available is tremendous — and scary," admits
Jacobs. "We often build look-alike audiences using 'big data.' These are people
who may not cume the station, but have
so much in common with station listeners, the odds are good they'd like the
station, too."
That can include tracking your listeners' online behaviors through the use of
those dreaded "cookies" when they visit
your website. Is that evil?
Using data to find potential new
listeners to aradio station is noble compared to the ways that Facebook has
allegedly misused data. Despite that,
"People are still hooked on Facebook,"
says Flowers.
In his opinion, Google may even be
aworse offender. "They were fined $5
billion by the EU last year. Users sound
off about the misuse of their personal
data, yet they click OK to any changes a
platform makes."
Many consumers may accept that
some loss of privacy for marketing purposes is afair price to pay.
If we believe in our hearts that our
radio stations perform a valuable service — making the workday and commute more fun, lifting listeners' spirits, bringing them together to enjoy
each others' company and support good
causes — adata-based strategy to grow
our audiences is a win-win, for us and
them.
Comment on this or any story. Email
radioworld@futurenet.com.
Dave Beasing predicted the growth
of podcasting and started "Sound That
Brands." Among other projects, the
company co-produces "Inside Trader
Joe's" with Amplifi Media, the most
successful branded podcast of its kind.
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When Audio Is a Utility, Distribution Wins
You've heard that content is king, but sharing it is equally crucial

PROMO
POWER
Mark Lapidus
Consensus from those who measure
trends is that audio consumption is up!
C'mon ... this has gotta be cause
for celebration for the radio industry.
Haters will be quick to point out that
consumption is being fueled by streaming services like Spotify, combined with
the still-emerging — but assumed to be
ubiquitous — smart speaker.
The takeaway I'd like to address
concerns the proliferation of on-demand
content and the soaring growth of smart
speakers. These two items — content
and distribution — are always connected, but radio stations don't think too
much about the latter because we have
wide-reaching broadcast signals.
Iam ahuge fan of commentator Bob
Lefsetz, who points out that distribution,
not content, is actually king. You can
make the most wonderful movie ever,
but if you can't get it into theaters or on
a major streaming service, few people
will see it. My proposition is that radio
is not an exception to this rule.
Nielsen reports on-demand audio

streaming up 45 percent year over year.
As you might expect, the proliferation
of podcasts — and the listening audience that connects to them — also continues. Edison Research indicates that
monthly podcast listeners grew from 24
percent of Americans 12+ to 26 percent
year over year. And yes, listening of
podcasts in vehicles is growing as well.
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The barrier to becoming apodcaster
is extremely low, so most podcasts are
not good. It's often a group of people
laughing at inside jokes or taking forever to get to anot-so-interesting point.
Typically, the host has little experience
and can't even hear how self-indulgent
they sound. The appearance on the
scene of so many badly-done podcasts
should show us that there is still plenty
of room for quality shows.
I'm all in for original content creation. Surely you've got creative people
on staff who are ready to give fame a
whirl. Local fame is great! A podcast
listened to by thousands in asmall town
can have an amazing impact.

Bob Lefsetz points
out that distribution,
not content, is
actually king.

AM Tampa Bay
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The AM Tampa Bay podcast features short, snackable bites, so listeners can easily
find something of interest.

JUMPING ON THE
ON-DEMAND BANDWAGON
Seeing this growth in on-demand,
what's abroadcast radio station to do?
If it's about immediate profit, there
is no question that you should stay away
from on-demand audio. Creating highly entertaining/informative podcasts
and streaming on smart speakers each
requires investment without immediate
return.
On the other hand, if you want to
stay relevant — not just for the future
but in the present — radio stations don't
have much choice. The more places in
which people can listen to your product,
the better the chances that they will
actually do so. If you're not present on
asmart speaker, on an app and streaming via a website, you're not covering
your bases.
Fence-sitters will be bested by competitors — not just radio stations, but by
other streamers who are flooding the
marketplace. While broadcast stations
still have the advantage of large mass
audiences, we must promote our own
on-demand content, whether that's alive
stream, podcasts or both.
Who should be the best at creating
the best on-demand audio? It's us — the
radio industry. We know how to find talent. We know how to structure talk and
news shows. And we certainly know
how to tell stories, create characters and
set up actual plots.
And what are we not good at? It's a
list just as long: patience, investing in
the future, taking risks and two things
that are small but important: repurposing our own content and fully utilizing
our talent.

You're looking for themes or plots
that can pass what I call the Jerry
Seinfeld test. Any of Jerry's shows can
be described in one sentence, such as,
"Jerry, Elaine, George and Kramer, each
suffering a time-sensitive issue, can't
remember where they left Kramer's car
in the enormous parking garage of a
shopping mall in New Jersey." If you
can't describe apodcast in one sentence,
it's not worth even starting.
Radio stations already make quite a
bit of content that isn't being "versioned"
properly for podcasting. Stations are
notorious for taking an entire morning
show and putting it up as a podcast.
That's fine when shows are exceptional,
but it's the rare talent who can be entertaining for four solid hours. Much better
to have a savvy editor create a better
show for on-demand use that's of reasonable and consistent length.
When technology introduces a "utility" that by definition is user-instant,
we must pay attention. 'hum on alamp
and in one second you get light. Turn
on a radio and you get audio. '111rn on
a speaker and your house comes alive
with on-demand audio.
Flip the switch and turn on the light!

300 W — 2.5 kW
Digital/Analog FM

nautei

nautel.comNS

Big Transmitter Features
in aSmall Box
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Radio's Community Commitment
Shone Bright This Season

iHeartMedia Boston's
WEIWL(FM) raised

IP RADIO DOING GOOD

5458,236 for St. Jude
Children's Research
Hospital during atwoday live radiothon.

Here are just afew photos of the how broadcasters rallied
their communities' generosity. See more at
https://tinyurl.com/ydchlo9y.

,
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Toy Field - 7am
Entercom Riverside's
KFRG(FIV1) 17th annual Stater
i
leartMedlia San Diego's stations participated
ii

the Firs' Annual iHeart Rady Children's Give A

Thon in partnership with Rady Children's Hospital.

Bros. Charities K-FROGGERS
4Kids Radiothon raised over
S321,000.

Cumulus Nashville's
stations collected
thousands of toys and

What did your station do to celebrate the holiday season? Send your stories and

gifts for The Salvation

photos to emily.reigart@futurenet.com — we may add your contributions to the

Army's Forgotten

online gallery or feature your contributions in an upcoming artide.

Angel Program.

BROADCAST EQUIPMENT EXCHANGE
Broadcast Engineering Software

ANTENNAS/
TOWERS/CABLES
WANT TO SELL
CCA
FM80006
Trans
107.9, great cond; 4- Bay
Jampro antenna w/deice ,s;
3- bay Shively antenna FM. D
Brockman, 606-965-3436.
AUDIO PROCESSING
(INCLUDES ON- AIR)
WANT TO BUY

•Create stunning " real-world" coverage maps, interference
studies, and population reports with Probe 4TH
•Find STL broadcast auxiliary and Part 101 microwave
frequencies and generate PCN letters with Microwave Pro

Teletronix LA-2A's, UREI
LA-3A's & LA- 4's, Fairchild
660's & 670's, any Pultec EQ's
& any other old tube compressor/limiters, call after 3PM CST
TM

•AM Pro 2TM, used daily by FCC engineers, performs skywave
and groundwave allocation studies and AM coverage mapping
•Map FM stations and
discover upgrade
possibilities using FCC
minimum separations and
contour-to-contour methods
with ; MCommanderTM
www.V-Soft.com

Oft

COMMUNICATION»
R.F. Communications Software
and Engineering Consulting

( 800) 743-3684

/6X0'adca Se .
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For more

information, call

703-852-4602

WORLD

-214 738-7873 or sixtiesradio@yahoo.com
Wanted: real plate revert>.
abgrun@gmaiLom.
MICROPHONES/
HEADPHONES/
SPEAKERS/AMPS
WANT TO SELL
1934 RCA 77A double ribbon microphone, originally
used by Arthur Godfrey at
WFBR Baltimore. 100% perfect
condition. Contact Bill Cook,
719 684-6010.
WANT TO BUY
RCA 77-DX's & 44-BX's, any
other RCA ribbon mics, on-air
lights, call after 3PM CST, 214
738-7873 or sixtiesradio@
yahoo.com.
[MISCELLANEOUS

Toy Field - 7pm

e

RADIOVVORLD
sports shows, Rume local New
York radio talk shows, etc...
Must take entire collection
and the price Is negotiable.
Please call me for details and,
my phone number is 925-2845428.
Radio broadcasts of Major
League
Baseball,
NFL,
and some college football
games that are on cassette
tapes, approx 100 to 125
games, time period of entire
iollection os from the 1950's
- 1970's, BO. Must purchase
entire collection. Contact Ron,
925-284-5428 or ronwtamm@
yahoo.com
VVYBG 1050, Messina, NY,
now off the air is selling:
250' tower w/building on 4
acres; 1' satellite dish on concrete base; pries drastically
slashed or make offer. 315287-1753 or 315-528-6040

WANT TO SELL

VVANT TO BUY

I'm selling between 150 and
200 cassette tapes that consist of old-time radio shows,

Collector
wants
to
buy:
old vintage
pro
gears,
compressor/lim-

Jan - ar:e"2, 2019

iter, microphone, mixing
consoles, amplifiers, mic
preamps, speakers, turntables, EQ working or
not, working transformers (
UTC Western Electric),
Fairchild, Western Electric,
Langevin,
RCA,
Gates,
Urei, Altec, Pultec, Collins.
Cash - pick up 773-3399035 or ilg821@aol.com.
2" plastic " spot" reels 6.5
or 8" diameter, as used for
quad video. Wayne, Audio
Village, 760-320-0728 or
audiovIg@gte.net.
Equipment Wanted: obsolete, or out of service broadcast and recording gear, amplifiers, processing, radio or mixing consoles, microphones, etc.
Large lots preferred. Pickup or
shipping can be discussed. 443854-0725 or ajkivi@gmailcom.
I'm looking for KFRC radio
special of Elvis Presley
which aired on January 8,
1978. I'd be wing to pay
for a digital copy. Ron, 925284-5428.

BROADCAST EQUIPMENT EXCHANGE

RADIOWORLD
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Rebuilt Power Tubes 1/2 the cost of New!

CONC
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Tel: 800-532-6626 Web: www.econco.com
Intl + 1-530-662-7553 Fax: +1-530-666-7760
MISCELLANEOUS
WANT TO BUY
I'm looking for the Ed Brady
radio show in which he did
atribute to Duke Ellington,
the station was KNBR, I'd be
willing to pay for adigital copy.
Ron, 925-284-5428.
I'm
looking
for
San
Francisco radio recordings
from the 1920's through the
1980's.
For example newscast, talk shows, music shows,
live band remotes, etc. Stations
like KGO, KFRC, KSFO, KTAB,
KDIA, KWBR, KSFX, KOBY,
KCBS, KQW, KRE, KTIM, KYA,
etc, Iwill pay for copies... Feel
free to call me at 925-2845428 or you can email me at
ronwtamm@yahoo.com.
Looking for a broadcast
excerpt of a SanFrancisco

Giant's taped off of KSFO
radio from 1959, interviews with Willie Mays, Dusty
Rhodes & some play by play
excerpts, also features ahomerun by Willie Mays and Felipe
Alou stealing second base, running time is 18:02, also looking
for SF Giants games and/or
highlights from 1958-1978 also
taped off KSFO Radio. Ron,
925-284-5428 or ronwtamm@
yahoo.com.
I'm looking for KTIM,
AM,FM radio shows from
1971-1988. The stations were
located in San Rafael, Ca. Ron,
925-284-5428.
Looking for KFRC signoff
radio broadcast from 1930
Andy Potter, running time is
0:22 & also the KLX kitchen
the program guest is Susanne
Caygill, a discussion of women's affairs with along promo-

TUBES

tion for Caygill's appearance
at a local store. Anne Truax,
Susanne Caygill, running time
is 13:44. Ron, 925-284-5428
or email ronwtamm@yahoo.
corn.
Looking for KSFX radio
shows, Disco 104 FM, 19751978. RTamm, 925-284-5428.
Looking for KTIM FM radio
shows from 1981-1984 if
possible unscoped. RTamm,
925-284-5428 or ronwtamm@
yahoo.com.
RECEIVERS/

with the old...

TRANSCEIVERS
WANT TO SELL

with

the new!

Johnson Electronic SCA880
module, 67/92 Khz, 417-8811846.
WANT TO BUY
AM Stereo radio. Call 417-8811846.
RECORDING &
PLAYBACK HARDWARE

NEED TO MAKE ROOM FOR THE NEW
EQUIPMENT YOU ORDERED?
Sell your used equipment here
in the pages of Radio World
Broadcast Equipment Exchange.
Its easy .. send us an email or
give us acall. Well run your
FREE listing(s) for two consecutive issues!

:et
If you have any questions call
Carmel, Pete or Vytas
for more information.

WANT TO BUY
1960s- vintage MacKenzie
Repeater machines, magazines, spare parts and manuals, complete or " parts"
machines considered, James,
870-777-4653.
Schnader telescriptions 16
mm musical films produced in
the early 50s. Bill Cook, 719684-6010.
Large or small collections
of 16" transcriptions or 12"
transcriptions, not commercial
LPs. Bill Cook, 719-684-6010.
Standard Short-tune series.
Bill Cook, 719-684-6010.
(2) LPFM radio stations for
sale, located in the NW part

of central Florida on the gulf
coast, covers the county, get
out of the cold weather, come
to Florida, call or write for particulars, 352-613-2289 or email
boceey@hotmailcom or Bob, PO
Box 1121, Crystal River, FL 34423.

Keeping you on the

TAX DEDUCTIBLE

NEW POWER TUBES

EQUIPMENT

Triodes
Tetrodes
Pentodes

air since 1934!
ISO 9001 Certified

Donate your broadcast facility; IRS approved 501(c)(3) nonprofit charitable organization.
Fair market value.
License
(AM/FM/FV), land, building,
tower, equipment, etc. Contact
(866) 854-8787.

NEW SOCKETS 8,
REPLACEMENT PARTS
Worldwide Availability
Made in the U.S.A.

TRANSMITTERS/
EXCITERS/

Call (800) 414-8823
Intl (650) 846-2800
Fax (650) 846-3795

TRANSLATORS
WANT TO SELL
BE- 25T 25KW FM transmitter
2007 frequency agile tube transmitter in good working condition on 90.7 (all its life) when
pulled from service. Approx.
6 mos. on rebuilt tube and a
newly rebuilt fan motor, also
spare optical modules, manuals and maintenance logbook.
417,500/060. As- is, where- is:
Hayward, CA, Jeff Cotton, 530279-6262 or info@kdup.org.

Visit our Website at
www.coii.com/eimac

Call now for
details at
77

-

.4111V-.1

froanbefo•,,imx&m,

12,8.190(DWORLD
Equipment Exchange

niwil'ILOYMENT
HELP WANTED

POSITIONS WANTED

Full time Broadcast engineer needed for well- maintained
facilities under the care of 40 year Chief who is retiring. 8station group in Saginaw and Lansing Mi. Email your background
and compensation expectations. Signing bonus or moving
expenses are possibilities. All inquiries will be held in strict
confidence. Full benefit package, profit sharing, 401k, private
owner. Mac Donald Broadcasting is an equal opportunity
employer. Please contact owner khmamfm@gmail.com. Or call
989-798-8092. All inquiries held in strict confidence.

Are you asmall market station
needing a good nuts & bolts
engineer in the Los Angeles area?
Iwill make your station shine!
CET, fully FCC Licensed. Available
for
Full/Part-time/Contract
work. Available immediately.
Mitchell Rakoff, 909-446-6820,
mitchellrakoff@yahoo.com.
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KB5LPK Signing Off
His son memorializes Jim Withers, engineer
and RW contributor, ayear after his passing

IREMEMBRANCE
BY RYAN JAMES WITHERS
This is a tough article to write; my
dad — James "Jim" Withers — was my
hero for many reasons, and capturing
the entire significance of that statement
in the space of this article isn't possible.
To start, he handled a battle with
Muscular Dystrophy with grace, dignity
and courage.
He knew what he wanted to do from
the time he was five years old. He was an
engineer at heart, and much of our bonding was over tinkering with something to
make it work, or from him teaching me
about how something worked.
He frequently commented that after
Iwas born he knew he was meant to be
afather. Ihad agreat dad; Iknow Iwas
fortunate, as not everyone can say this.
He encouraged me to do things that I
may not have otherwise done including: water-skiing, glider/pilot lessons,
amateur radio and many other pursuits.
He lived a full life and encouraged
everyone close to him to do the same.
As many longtime readers will attest,
my dad had a knack for making complex topics very approachable. He contributed many articles in this space
on subjects ranging from Ohm's Law;
the digital transformation as necessitated by World War II; AM radio; and
"Twos the Night at the Site," abroadcast
engineer's parody on "Twos the Night
Before Christmas," to name just afew.
He was alongtime contributor to Radio
World, writing about his first love and

what turned into a lifetime working in
broadcasting, both as an employee and
an entrepreneur.
As Istarted to grow up, Dad began
teaching and mentoring, and as Icontinued growing those lessons were
taught as he pursued radio as a
side career.
Many times Igot to see up
close and personal the number of hats an entrepreneur
has to wear when building a
business. There were invaluable lessons on engineering,
accounting, marketing and
the value of personal relationships. Dad created many of
these relationships on his ability
to tell a good story. This is the
story of how engineering, business
and life shaped the relationship Ihad
with my dad.
It really starts not with a job or a
side career at all, but with aconnection
established when Iwas in junior high.
Dad took ajob with an independent TV
station down in San Antonio, KABB
— Channel 29, and as with most companies, when they realized they needed
him, the start date wasn't tuned to our
school year. So he went down ahead of
us, and we stayed up in St. Louis so my
sister and Icould finish out the school
year.
HAM RADIO LESSONS
Ihad just received my novice license
and with it my call letters KBOFSO.
Shortly after this my dad and mom
helped me buy aHallicrafters radio that
Istill have in my basement today. It can

READER'SFORUM
FM CHIPS & APPLE
It is absurd for Apple not to offer FM radio capability in their products. There is certainly no technical
reason not to do so.
BlackBerry has had built-in over-the-air FM radio
reception for years. My BlackBerry 10 Passport
Smartphone has excellent reception, using the plug-in
earphones as the antenna. Unlike Apple's iPhone, no
after-market third-party add-on or supplemental app
installation is needed.
James G. Howes
President
Atlas Communications
Baltimore

broadcast at 150 W on 80, 20, 15 and
10 meters.
My dad bought a HeathKit that
looked very similar to the Hallicrafters
rig and could broadcast on the identical
frequencies. He also got his license and
received call letters KB5LPK. Most of
our early sessions would begin with a

The author, left, poses with
his father, Jim Withers.
phone call where we would make contact and work out what frequency we'd
meet each other on. Even with "cheating" like this, it wasn't always easy to
connect with one another.
Then we'd begin the process of coding in aseries of dah-dit-dah-dits, letter
by letter, what we wanted to say. A very
primitive version of today's text messaging, but aversion nonetheless.
Inever did graduate beyond thinking
of Morse Code letter by letter. We had
aneighbor who was ageneral class and
he could code at 25 words per minute,
he had a very impressive setup. He
talked about how the best coders begin
to think in patterns of words. Iwas 13
or 14 at the time and could never quite
make that leap.
My dad had patience with me, and
we would finish and sign our call signs
and then I'd call him and we'd tell each
other goodbye. This usually happened
on aweekend or during the lunch hour.
I'll never forget these sessions or the
lessons it taught me. My dad had away
of instilling things in all of us kids. I
went on to get QSO cards from people
all over the country, many contacted
by broadcasting "CQ, CQ, CQ" along
with my call sign over and over again.
All of them were patient with me. This
was before email, before Microsoft was
a household name and before phones
would become "smart."
It was atime and apursuit that had a
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nobility about it and acertain groundedness. I could sit in my bedroom and
look out the window and see the dipole
antenna that I was transmitting and
receiving from; Ifelt like Iwas joined
to anetwork of another era. This never
changed whether Iwas broadcasting or
just listening to some foreign program
from some country far away. I have
always felt that there is something magical about radio.
EARLY AUTOMATION
As I started moving through
high school, Dad ramped up
his business pursuits on the
side. He had already managed
engineering departments in
privately held TV stations
as well as network affiliates.
While he didn't leave those
positions, he added his love
for radio and started a business to build radio automation.
To my knowledge it was his
firm and Scott Studios that were
competing in the space of radio automation (there were probably others, but
Itruthfully don't know who they were).
It was pioneering work because it
was in the days of 14.4 and 28.8 kB
modems, alarge hard drive at that time
was 300 MB spinning at 7200 rpm, and
they cost in the vicinity of $900.
His package was called RadioMax
and primitive versions of it were run
with MS-Dos Batch files. Then, many
iterations and a couple programmers
later, it was supported by Borland and
interfaced with Digital IO boards triggering commercials and playlists to
run. Perhaps, most importantly, you
could upload aplaylist and run it on a
remote computer. The transmitter sites
were outfitted with remote controls that
allowed "dialing" and using a touchtone phone, you could manipulate the
on-air computer or the transmitter.
Dad bought a little Mackie mixer
and began recording commercials using
a closet in our home as a recording
studio. His vision was to achieve fully
automated remote station management,
and he got very close to that goal over
the course of several years.
Bandera County, Texas, is a part of
south Texas known as the Hill Country,
and as many readers will know, height
in radio can trump power. One of the
first stations that Dad tried to implement RadioMax at reached into Kerrville, Texas, and the transmitter site for
that station was appropriately located on
alarge hill. The first time Dad brought
me up there we were greeted by one of
Hill Country's finest, dressed in overalls
leaning on adouble barrel shotgun.
The transmitter building was a sin-
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gle-wide trailer that had been shelter
for everything from raccoons to rattlesnakes, and it would eventually be home
to the KEEP(FM) transmitter. For all I
know it's probably still up on that mountain. Iwatched my dad as he soldered
RF components, ran wire, figured out
schematics, and frequently, he would
look up and say, "You can figure out any
circuit if you know Ohm's law."
OHM'S LAW & SAGE
I must have heard that a hundred
times as Iwatched and helped him with
build that station. He learned about
Ohm and RF engineering in the Air
Force where he would work on the radar
sites that were feeders into the SAGE
(Semi Automated Ground Environment)
computer that was built by IBM on contract for the Air Force.
This setup was used to track every
airplane that entered or exited our
national airspace it was quite atechnical achievement for the time..Each radar
site had adrum disk for data that cost
about $90,000 in the late '60s, and it
only held acouple K worth of data.
He would recall how he would start
every shift putting acouple pocketfuls
of vacuum tubes in his flight jacket
because they would burn out on such a
regular basis.
It was against this backdrop that he
brought experience into radio cabinets
both near and far. He really had agift
for buying radio transmitters that were
in disrepair and getting them going
again.
While military service was ultimately abit too stuffy for him, I'm convinced
that it was his early days in the Air
Force that gave him the foundation he
needed to pursue acareer in broadcasting.
WILL AND SKILL
As my high school years gave away
to college, Dad's radio ambitions continued. In 1996, Dad and some business
partners/investors bought into a radio
station that was no more than alicense
and aconstruction permit in Beaumont,
Texas. They ended up purchasing that
station for $600K and turning around to
sell it for $3.2 million.
The build time from start to on air
was about one month, with the vast
majority of it happening in two weeks.
It was during the build of Beaumont
that Irealized that the secret sauce to
entrepreneurship consists of both will
and skill.
It was more than just engineering,
too. We met with locals, we worked on
marketing, we wired and networked a
studio.
The transmitter had three-phase
power, which was my first exposure to
that kind of power. Residential power,
as most of you will know, is standard
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The late Jim Wither%.
surrounded by family.
two-phase, what we know as alternating
current, and it makes a kind of square
wave of sorts. Three-phase power shifts
this square wave so that the period is a
third of the standard two-phased equivalent. This three-phase power is produced by piping the AC coming from
the utility company into a contraption
that looks alittle bigger than an upside
down propane tank, inside of which is
contained amotor spinning to produce
power with this phase shifted attribute.
It has contacts rotated 120, 240, 360
degrees around the armature of amotor
the output from this then heads into the
transmitter.
The way Dad explained this to me
is that it produces acleaner power for
the transmitter. Truthfully. there's alot
more engineering involved that is way
beyond my ability to describe. My dad
went beyond engineering, though, and I
remember, while working on this same
projkcs, Dad interacting with aguy who
came into the studio. We heard stories
about how the previous owners owned a
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NASCAR team and then came up with
the game UNO. Radio and business
were as much about engineering as they
were about stories for my dad; he often
connected with people through his ability to tell astory.
VAX COMPUTER
While Istarted out desiring to do an
electrical engineering degree, Itook one
of my first programming courses on a
vax mainframe using the C language.
Almost all colleges had aVAX computer when Istarted my college career, and
for many, this was their only computer.
My first email address was served from
aVAX mainframe computer.
It was my first programming class
that convinced me I wanted to write
software for aliving. My degree became
computer science. and Itransferred to a
school that would allow me to focus on
this and provide opportunities for placement afterwards.
Ibring this up because over the years
as my career necessitated greater focus,

my dad and Icontinued to have a lot
of respect for each other's abilities. He
frequently remarked that he didn't know
how Icould manage all the interconnectedness of software and its abstractions, and Ialways struggled to map the
details in a schematic onto a board of
intricately connected resistors, capacitors, voltage regulators and more.
However, as Ithink back on it, much
of the foundation of modern-day networking came from packet radio and
the "aloha standard" protocol formed
in the Hawaiian Islands. And vacuum
tubes were a precursor to the modern
day transistor, which was the precursor
to integrated circuits, which was the
precursor to the microchip, which ultimately provided the basis for the CPU.
So while our career pursuits diverged,
much of the foundation of computers
and networking was paved by ideas that
were discovered in radio. And to think
that Istarted my career right across the
street from where the Victor Talking
Machine was manufactured in Camden,
N.J.!
CORPUS CHRISTI
My dad had a love for the Corpus
Christi area. He first drove down to the
Gulf of Mexico in October 1989, shortly
after moving to San Antonio. After that
he• never stopped commenting that in
October he could be in a T-shirt and
cut-offs by the beach.
Those early days led to the acquisition of permits for four radio stations,
of which three were granted by the
FCC and subsequently built. The fourth
wouldn't get signed on until 2007, and
just alittle over ayear ago Iremember
him commenting that 20 years ago he
would have never believed he would still
own aradio station in the year 2017.
I'm helping my mom run KYRK(FM)
— " 106.5 FM The Shark" — in Corpus Christi, Texas, and have been very
thankful for the memories this experience has allowed me to reflect on over
this last year.
It's been along, hard slog because a
month prior to his passing, Hurricane
Harvey impacted the tower and the
antenna on it, severely affecting our
broadcast capability. My dad filed the
first STA with me in concert with his
FCC attorney in late September 2017,
and Irenewed in March 2018.
(continued on page 30)
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(continued from page 29)
I'm happy to report by the time this
article hits the presses, we will be back
at 100 percent power. Along the way we
came to find out, as we were bringing
the main transmitter back to life, that
our FM exciter needed to be replaced.
Igot aquote of $2,800. As you might
imagine being a single-station operation, we run apretty tight balance sheet.
So an added $2,800 was not something
Iwas all that enthusiastic about.
Ifigured Iwould make atrip to my
mom and dad's house to check out the
old garage. Mom and I went nosing
around out there — and sure enough we
found the shell of an Armstrong FMX
30c exciter out there! In all honesty, it
needs apower supply and probably to be
bench tested, but that's not a problem.
The treasures found in an RF engineer's
garage!
In 2005, Dad and Itook atrip down
to Houston and then to Corpus Christi.
In Houston we met with abroker who
introduced us to one of the inheritors of
the King Ranch, which for the uniniti-
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ated is a ranch in Texas larger
that the state of Delaware ( yes,
things really are bigger in Texas).
It was during and after this meeting that Dad spoke with me about
the art of successful negotiation,
and about how he hadn't always
negotiated successfully for himself. It was a deal that wouldn't
happen, but it was an impression
that was lasting.
In later years Ivalued my dad's
input on all matters business. He had
argued both on the side of management and the union. He did much
of his own legal work for the FCC,
and often was consulted for his legal
expertise. He could command aroom
and yet knew how to make everyone
feel at ease.
Most importantly he had a mind
that never slept, at the time of his passing he was working on 61 pages of
engineering, abook for the family with
memories of growing up in Rockhill
and Webster Groves, Mo., and he had
just completed planning the wedding of
my youngest sister.
My dad never suffered from an idle

by lames G. Withers
..-fwas the night before Christmas and up at the site.
Not acreature was stirring, not the kind that can bite
The gear had been checked and checked twice with great care.
In the hopes that on Christmas I'd be here and not there.
'The GM was nestled all snug in hit bed
While visions of dollar signs danced in his head.
The station was fine; ihung up my cap.
And planned to relax with along winter's nap.
\ ' hen there on the nightstand the phone raised aclatter,
ote control calling, its mechanical chatter
,ofirmed what If eared and knew in aflash:
• plates read " point zero " I'd just have to dash.

'1 was frozen with fear, from my head to my toed.
As my clothes got all covered with ashes and soot.
A bundle of money had been flung up the stack
And Icursed- that guy's gun hanging back in its rack. •
701/ eyes were not merry, my smile likewise buried.
My cheeks were all bristly, my mood was still harried.
My droll little mouth was locked tight in afrown
As lworked toward " back on" instead of " still down."
'Tile thorting rod shook as Igritted my teeth
And the uncike , It circled my head like awreath.
Now. Ihave abroad face, some say around belly
But there was no laughter that night, no bowlful of jelly.

m

othe site with the moon on the new fallen snow.
pulled on my boots and made ready to go.
When Igot up the mountain the problem was clear
Some guy thought our building looked just like adeer
With adead pp final and drive way too hot
knew in my gut what it was that got shot
A hole in the tube! That'll cause it to lad
"But where is the spare'?" Istarted to wail
On ashell? In the cabinet! Where is that darned
In abox marked " Still Good"? Nope, not even
flooked on the porch, on the shell on the
Idashed this way and that way and dashed

'1 was crabby and tired, not aChristmas Eve elf
AncEl yelled and Icursed and felt bad for myself.
In *le blink of an eye and apunch of abutton
,
1la ur nedéup bg bucks, lue all of asudden,.
..,
I ,., uke -,y1 ,, s..
or d, went .traight Welk» %fork.
tsod found '
wee,
in with . le'b'
e
,,,1 te cp nvésty finger re.,I
close to " Plate Off,"
Pie,he.
with aunoll, neesOus cough.

tube: piiigied it

1
pas'
rIttraas to me;
tanigke

q4nd then in atwinkling,

found what loe
And did aquick check as the job was cornet
ipushed the plates on, and was tum,,,1
When up the tube's chimney. smoke •
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Jim Withers wrote "Tuvas the Night at the Site,"
apoem that first appeared in Radio World in December 2009.
mind, and yet he still made time to take
care of and support his family. He gave
me encouragement and advice. He had
alistening ear and awonderful sense of
humor. He knew how to stay balanced
in life and had the ability to maintain
apositive outlook, even under the most
trying of circumstances.
When he passed away, my sisters
Kara, Kayley and Iknew one of us had
to return to the pages of Radio World to
remember the man we thought so highly
of, and to perhaps encourage his readers
to connect with their sons and daughters, to explore and to never give up

hope for abetter and brighter tomorrow.
As Ithink about it, radio and -engineering are about these ideals: making
something better and, in so doing, leaving the world a little better than you
found it.
Radio Worldjoins the author and his
family in remembering our friend and
contributor Jim Withers.
Ryan James Withers lives with his
wife Lisa and their four kids Clayton,
Nathan, Madeline and Reagan. He is
chief technology officer at 19041abs
in St. Louis, Mo. Reach him at withers.
ryanegmail.com.
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eBooks: Tools for Strategic
Technology Decision-Making
Radio World's growing library of eBooks can assist
you in maximizing your investment in an array of
platforms and tools: licensed transmission, online
streaming, mobile apps, multicasting, translators,
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podcasts, RDS, metadata and much more.
The eBooks are ahuge hit with readers. They
help engineers, GMs, operations managers
and other top radio executives — radio's
new breed of digital, cross- platform
decision- makers — understand
this new world and thrive in it.
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This screen runs at Croc Media, amajorAustralian sports content provider. It shows the provider's five- studio distribution complex. with
the audio feeds and control signal heading towards the satellite uplink. Technical staff can

confirm

correct operation of ail their services

at aglance, and see connection status of each of the 10 contribution lines. Courtesy Agile Broadcast.

FIVE STUDIOS
AT AGLANCE

BUILT WITH SCRfENBUILDER

With ScreenBuilderTm 2.0. YOU decide what to put behind

your glass. Smart virtual tools. Buttons. Faders. Knobs.
Meters. Clocks and timers. Salvos. Hardware control and
interaction. Complete signal chains.
YOU determine exactly how they function and interact
via the Intelligent Network with asimple scripting wizard.
Adapt as your needs change. Get the idea?

Why stop at the console when yu can yirtualize your entire studio?
Learn more: wheatstone.com/sb2-gla ,ce-rw
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